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LOMA MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK (LMNP), KOINADUGU AND FALABA DISTRICTS
On the 14th of July, the TCOP team that went to Loma Mountains to engage the eco-guards and
their communities to plant seedings returned to Freetown after a 21-day trip. Before the trip,
the 21 eco-guards hired by Tacugama had been tasked with the collection of at least 2,000 tree
seedlings (species native to LMNP that are part of chimpanzees’ diets) and preparation of a tree
nursery site.
During the 21-day trip the TCOP team visited each of the 21 communities we are currently
working with, with the mission of planting trees – and plant trees they did! In total we planted
approximately 45,000 trees in the degrading buffer zones around the National Park, meaning
that we are well on our way to reaching the goal of planting 70,000 trees by this time next
year! A big well done to our dedicated Field Officers Joseph Marah and Konkofa Marah who
tirelessly supervised and encouraged all activities in the communities.
TCOP engaged all ages in our tree planting mission

BUILDING OF A SECONDARY SCHOOL
Part of the tree planting activity included planting
seedlings nearby the secondary school currently under
construction thanks to a collaboration with Sunday
Foundation. Despite moving and cutting trees to make
space for the school building, we wanted to show the
communities that we are ready to put some nature
back from where we took it. We hope this initiative
serves as an example going forward: if we take from
Mother Nature, we must give back! We are also
pleased with the progress of the construction of the
secondary school in the Mansonia axis within the
LMNP. Soon the building will be complete!
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JAIBUI ISLAND, PUJEHUN DISTRICT
Another one of Tacugama’s Outreach Projects is the Jaibui Island Conservation Program.
Although we do not always have permanent staff stationed at the research station in Kambaba
(the small village across from the Island), we have employed two eco-guards to patrol and
monitor the state of the island while the outreach team is unable to visit. These eco-guards help
ensure illegal activities are kept to minimum and inform the team on which wildlife is still
spending time on the island.
During July however, we were lucky to welcome back Bockarie Kanneh, a hopeful member of
the TCOP team. He has been temporarily away from Tacugama to study for his MSc at the
African Climate and Environment Centre (AFAS) in Ivory Coast. Bockarie returned to Sierra
Leone to carry out his MSc project research at our research station at Jaibui island, which was
restored and prepared to receive researchers in April. Here he is investigating people’s
perceptions of and attitudes to primate populations and the potential for ecotourism, through a
questionnaire survey.
Bockarie will carry out a second field trip in October and November (after the rainy season), on
which Tacugama will report, to assess the population sizes of three species of threatened
primate found on the island: Western Chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes verus), Diana Monkey
(Cercopithecus diana) and King Colobus (Colobus polykomos).

Our research station at Jaibui Island was back in use during July
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SORBENGI OYSTER PROJECT, MOYAMBA DISTRICT

The International Day for the Conservation of the Mangrove Ecosystem was on the 26 th July

This month we celebrated the International Day for the Conservation of the Mangrove
Ecosystem. Every year this unique day is celebrated on the 26 July, with the goal of raising
awareness of the importance of mangrove ecosystems as “a unique, special and vulnerable
ecosystem".

Our TCOP team is also working towards the protection of mangrove ecosystems in Sierra Leone,
by engaging and teaching local Women Oyster Harvesters the benefits of these trees and how
they can be protected. Now, instead of cutting the roots off mangroves to remove and harvest
oysters, the women in the Sorbengi Community cut the oysters without removing the roots. We
are proud to see that the women are taking on board our teachings and that we are making a
difference towards this ecosystem in Salone.
In addition, we encouraged the women to engage in a mangrove restoration project whereby
the women planted mangrove seedlings in an area depleted of trees to bring back the mangrove
trees and consequently all the wildlife forms that live within and alongside them.

TCOP’s next trip to Sorbengi will be after the rainy season in Sierra Leone, during which the
team will conduct market and eco-tourism research in advance of possibility setting up an ecotourism vernture in Sorbengi. Watch this space to see how this project progresses!
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WESTERN AREA PENINSULA NATIONAL PARK (WAPNP)
On the 31st of July we celebrated World Ranger Day. This was a special day to reinforce our
appreciation for the rangers working with Tacugama to patrol the WAPNP. Not only do these
rangers collect wildlife monitoring data, they also inform, educate and/or apprehend people
who do not follow the law and carry out illegal activities within the protected area. We
appreciate the rangers’ hard work and salute others across the world for their motivation and
dedication towards protecting the remaining wildlife and nature of our Planet.
The 31st of July marked World Ranger Day

July also saw the start of field and computer software training for the rangers and outreach
staff working closely with them. We are currently working on a system of using securely cased
smartphones with apps for tracking the rangers’ locations and making observations of wildlife
and human activity into data forms on the phones (instead of pen and paper forms), from which
they can be automatically uploaded into analytical software once the smartphones are back
with WiFi connection. By uploading and storing data this way it becomes easy to share data and
reports with the government’s National Protected Areas Authority, the African Bird Atlas
Project and other biodiversity databases.
In addition, the TCOP team has begun a more detailed tree
identification exercise, from leaf structure, so that we can
begin to map and explain the differences between primary
and secondary forest in the Western Area Peninsula National
Park.
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NATIONAL ANIMAL CAMPAIGN: SALONE4CHIMPS
In 2019 Sierra Leone became the first
country in the world to declare the
chimpanzee as its national animal. As such
we decided to launch our “National
Animal Campaign” to raise awareness and
strive for the protection of our closest
living animal relatives. The aim of this
campaign is to inform, educate and
promote chimpanzee conservation in both
Sierra Leone and across Africa.
During July we conducted our first live
virtual seminar. We discussed a variety of
topics, incluiding talks on the biology and
behaviour of chimpanzees, chimpanzees
and KBAs, and chimpanzees and their
link to tourism. We welcomed a variety of
speakers including Tacugama’s resident
vet, Alejandra Romero, Tacugama’s
conservation manager, Paul Robinson, as
well as Francis Musa Momoh, a Research and Development Officer from the Monuments
and Relics Commission.
The seminar turned out to be a huge success as we were able to bring together youths of
Sierra Leone to increase their knowledge about Sierra Leone’s National Animal. Stay tuned
for future events and information by following our new social media platforms
Salone4Chimps (check the links on the back cover!).

We launched a National Animal Campaign called Salone4Chimps and hosted our first seminar in July
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COMMUNICATIONS & MEDIA
Tacugama continued to sensitize a greater audience by featuring in many newspaper articles.

In addition, Tacugama had a strong international and online appearance. You can click through to
the articles below:

Click here to read full article published on
Irish News!

Click here to read full article published on
Sierra Express Media!

Click here to read full article published on
Libération!

Click here to read full article published on
News Africa!
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VETERINARY
QUARANTINE AREA
During July, Tacugama rescued Lungi (Male, 3 y.o) with the help of collaborators from Lungi
Town, who bought the young chimp to save him from hunters. Lungi is a very nervous
chimpanzee who arrived at the sanctuary with a chain tied to his hip and a slight deviation in
his left arm. The vet team performed radiographic studies to the left arm in anteroposterior
and lateral views, which revealed that a callus formation had developed due to a diaphyseal
ulnar radius fracture and a scar in the region of the left wrist. These issues are most likely due
to the fact Lungi had been trapped and fractured his arm when trying to free himself.
When he first arrived, Lungi would not accept milk or fruit and
would only eat leaves (e.g. papaya leaves and potato leaves).
However, with Mama P's love and reassurance he is beginning
to develop a taste for mango, grapefruit and apples.

Lungi’s left arm

Lungi

The vet team also conducted MJ’s (Male, 3. 5 y.o)
second health check: he has gradually gained weight,
had a favourable response to the antifungal treatment,
and his blood test and chest x-ray came back with good
results.
Lazar Caesar’s (Male 3. 5 yo) last quarantine health
check was conducted as Lazar Caesar came to the end
of his 3-month quarantine period. His different blood
tests came back without concerns, so he was
transferred to the nursery area with Ferenkeh (Female,
4.5 y.o). Very soon he will be playing and enjoying the
outdoors enclosure with the rest of the nursery babies!
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MEDICAL PROCEDURES
TRANSVERSE FRACTURE OF THE TIBIA AND FIBULA

Woron

Last May, Woron (Male, 6 y.o) from
Old C group suffered a diaphyseal
tibia and fibula fracture on the left
pelvic limb. After a few weeks in the
den with good rest, the veterinary
department performed a control x-ray
which showed the formation of bone callus in the tibia and fibula with adequate resorption
which provides greater stability. Woron now has an unaltered displacement and proper
positioning of his toes without claudication, so he was finally able to re-join his group.
MEDICAL BATHS
Mr Brown continues to be treated for dermatomycosis - an infection caused by fungi affecting
the skin, which in turn triggers hyperkeratosis, pruritus and hair loss. Dematomycosis is often
caused by stress, e.g. chimps being integrated with others, and changes in weather e.g.
increased humidity. As such, the vet team is giving Mr. Brown medicated baths on a weekly basis
to clean and moisturize his skin. In addition, he is taking antifungals, fish oils and vitamins, to
which he is presenting a favourable response.
INTRASPECIFIC AGGRESSION
Intraspecific aggression has become a common topic at
Tacugama where there are more than 100 resident
chimpanzees. Many of them are males reaching the age at
which they wish to achieve the highest rank within their
group and defend their territory – this leads to periods of
aggression between males when 2 or more desire the same
thing! During July, Chippie (Male, 14 y.o) had a fight with
Bingo (Male, 12 y.o) that resulted in a wound of
approximately 8 cm in the costal region of Bingo’s left side.
He was treated with medication (antibiotics and analgesics)
and thankfully recovered quickly from this injury.
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MEDICAL PROCEDURES
CONTRACEPTION
Contraception is an important method of population control for great apes living in semicaptivity. Contraceptive implants are often the chosen control method and are placed under the
skin in the upper arm of females. They have a prolonged action - implants are considered
effective for at least 2 years and possibly longer and they are a reversible method.

Bayniia

Winnie

Bayniia (Female, 13 y.o) from New C group
had her implant replaced. At the same
time, the vet team did a quick health check
– she is in good health although she is a bit
overweight. Her blood tests also came back
with good results.

Winnie (Female, 10 y.o) from group A, had
a constant sexual swelling during July. The
vet team decided to perform a complete
medical check-up. An ultrasound was
performed which ruled out gestation, along
with the negative HCG urine dipstick test.
However, to avoid possible future
conception, a contraceptive implant was
placed in Winnie’s arm.

NEW BABY!!
July was also a month to welcome a new
chimpanzees to Tacugama: Molly (Female, 10
y.o) from Group A delivered a beautiful and
healthy baby male. Gestation in chimpanzees
has an average period of 240 days, whereby
females tend to only have one offspring that
is born with a lot of hair but no teeth!

So far, Molly is proving out to be a great firsttime mother, as she carries Milo (Male,
newborn) on her tummy all the time and
feeds him regularly. Molly is now receiving
vitamins and minerals, to help her in her
lactation process so that she has enough
energy to take care of the new baby.
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CAPACITY BUILDING
Every month, Tacugama carries out training sessions for the staff working at the sanctuary so
they are informed on the latest health and safety issues and are given tools to solve any issues
that may arise. This month, the team expanded their knowledge on:
•

Vaccines and viruses (Presentation): with
the current worldwide pandemic it is
crucial our staff have a better grasp of
viruses and how vaccines work.

•

Handling of syringes and needles for
medicines (Practical Session): During
different
medical
procedures
and
management, it is necessary to administer
medication by syringe. This training helps
to improve the techniques of some of the
care staff who participate in the medical
procedures.

Presentation about chimp behaviours and abnormal signs

Training in syringe and needle handling

Training in usage of voltmeters

•

Chimpanzee behaviours and signs (Presentation): At Tacugama we provide continuous
training for the care staff to learn more about chimpanzee normal behaviour and
vocalizations, so they can identify abnormalities or pathologies in the resident Chimpanzees.

•

Maintenance and servicing of the electric fence (Practical Session): We make sure our staff
know how to use a voltmeter to measure the voltage of the electric fences to ensure the
health and safety of all chimpanzees, care staff and visitors at the sanctuary.
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ENRICHMENT
Environmental enrichment is an incredibly important aspect to enhance the physical and social
environments of animals – this in a crucial part of animal care. The goal of supplying
environmental enrichment is to improve animal welfare and reduce the impact of stress,
abnormal behaviours, aggression and fighting, all the while promoting natural behaviours.

TACTILE

TASTE

SMELL

Tactile objects are given to
the resident chimpanzees
as new feels will keep
them occupied for several
hours.

Food enrichment reduces
the ability to predict and
locate food. By hiding food
in different objects, it is
possible to promote
foraging, encourage tool
use and reduce boredom.

Olfactory
enrichment
promotes
exploration
as
primate will spend time trying
to figure out the novel smell.
This consequently increases
activity levels and reduces time
spent engaging in abnormal
and/or stressful behaviours.

Agroup A with balloons

Tom playing with a paper roll

Solo Jr. And Mr. Brown looking for food in a basket
filled with papers
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Group A foraging in containers
attached to poles

Big Lucy with clothes with essences, that she carried
around her neck for several days!
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CHIMPANZEES NUTRITION SUMMARY

TCS JULY NUTRITION SUMMARY CHART
GRAPEFRUITS (KG) 136
CABBAGE (KG) 120
SEED TOMATOES (KG) 15
MALOMBO (KG) 120
MILK (L)
1.571
SUGAR CANE(KG)
300
POTATO LEAVES(KG)
1950
POTATO(KG) 168
SPRING ONIONS(KG) 70
PAW PAW(KG) 8
ONION(KG) 163
ORANGES (KG) 63
PINEAPPLES(KG) 188
GINGER TEA (L) 190
EGGS (UNITS)
1068
CUCUMBER(KG)
460
COCONUT (KG)
360
MANGOS (KG)
634
BULGUR (KG) 138
BREAD + PB (UNITS) 104
BANANA (KG)
869
Summary
the 101 resident chimpanzees during June
PLUMB
(KG)of the amount of food given to
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TCS BODY CONDITION
(n=102)

Lungi

M

Quarantine

Overweight
Malnourished

0

Solo Jr

M

Nursery

Underweight

1

Salva

M

Gorilla

Ideal

95

Nyanda

F

Old C

Ratch

F

Old C

Overweight

6

Gabie

F

New C

Obese

0

Jerry

F

Group B

Breakdown of the body condition
scores of the 102 chimpanzees
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A SPECIAL VISIT
On the 26th April, Independence Day in
Sierra Leone, The President of the Republic
of Sierra Leone, Rtd. Brig. Julius Maada Bio
awarded the founder of Tacugama Mr. Bala
Amarasekaran with The Order of the Rokel
for his outstanding services to the republic
of Sierra Leone marking significant steps
forward in the country's respect for its
environment and wildlife.
During July we were honoured with a visit
by the President, together with his wife,
the First Lady, and their wonderful children
showing us again their support for
chimpanzee
conservation
and
environmental protection. In fact, when the
President was a military leader in the
1990’s he handed over a chimpanzee,
called Tito, to Mr. Bala. Years later the
president was able to see how Tito has
thrived by being at Tacugama. Despite the
sanctuary being closed due to the 3rd wave
of Covid-19, for this very special occasion
we were happy to open our doors!

WORLD CHIMPANZEE DAY

We were honoured to receive the President of Sierra
Leone, Rtd. Brig. Julius Maada Bio

On the 14th July we celebrated World Chimpanzee
Day: An annual day to celebrate chimpanzees around
the world, which means it was also a great
opportunity to celebrate Tacugama!
Not only do we work very hard at Tacugama to
provide daily care for the 102 rescue chimpanzees
living at the sanctuary; but our outreach department
is also always hard at work to educate local
communities and avoid the influx of chimpanzees in
the sanctuary. If we can prevent the root cause for
chimpanzees becoming orphans and thus needing a
second home (hunting, poaching, killing), then more
chimpanzees can thrive in their original homes in the
wild.
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ECO-TOURISM
Despite the continuous waves of Covid impacting the globe, we have some exciting news to share
with you: Tacugama Chimpanzee Sanctuary will re-open to visitors on SEPTEMBER 1ST! However,
we will continue to monitor the situation to ensure the safety of the chimps, staff and visitors by
implementing our bio security protocols!
More exciting news: we are
planning ahead for our next
eco-tourism retreat as we have
been so sad to keep our doors
closed to the Friends of
Tacugama.
We are hopeful we will be able
to go ahead with this retreat in
a few months, so invite you to
our upcoming “Mindfulness for
Stress Course in Retreat
Format” with Julia Emes.

THANK YOUS
We would like to say a BIG and
special thank you to all of the
people and organizations who
supported us when we were
closed for visitors: PASA, Walter
Zoo, ASP, Max Planck, Zoos SA.
Also thank you to Evelyn Castle,
Lisa Nardi Girgenti, Kate Kigudde
for your generous contribuitions.
We are so grateful to all our supporters across the world who donated during this time through
merchandise, guardianships, and more. Big or small: Every Penny Counts! Thank you.
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CAMPAIGNS
Our team recently received a special request, whereby we were asked to give a t-shirt to a child
here in Mama Salone with the funds donated. Inspired by such a thoughtful donation, we have
decided to follow up this gesture and create a unique "Toy for Kids” Campaign.

New Campaign
whereby all
proceeds will go
towards
supporting our
Environmental
Education efforts
in schools!

Due to the high levels of illegal hunting, killing and trading of wild chimpanzees in Sierra Leone,
we are still fighting to make the public understand this is not acceptable. We figure one good
way to change the negative perception people have of chimpanzees is by gifting young children
with an adorable stuffed toy of a chimp - their national animal. By appealing to younger
generations, the future of chimpanzees in Sierra Leone will become brighter.

After all, changes start with kids!
Simply donate 30USD to our Paypal Account Here :-) and we will gift a chimpanzee stuffed toy
to a kid in Sierra Leone! Once you have donated, please email the proof of payment to
tacugamamerchandise@gmail.com. We will then keep you posted (via email) on the progress of
your toy donation and we will send you some special footage.
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TACUGAMA NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT
Seeing as the sanctuary is still closed due to COVID-19, your support matters more than ever!

Guardianship Program News!
Become a Chimpanzee Guardian for just 60USD a year. Available online worldwide.
Visit our website Tacugama.com or Click HERE to become part of our Tacugama Family

We have added a new
chimp to the program:

MEET TOM!
This month we welcomed another ambassador chimp on board the Guardianship Program:
Tom! He is the oldest chimpanzee at Tacugama where he arrived in 2013. Tom is new to the
program so needs supporters to catch up with his other fellow Tacugama Chimp Ambassadors –
are you ready to support him!? By signing up to our Guardianship Program you will learn more
about Tom with our monthly updates and will additionally receive exclusive behind the scenes
updates about Tacugama and everything it takes to run the sanctuary, as well as special
Guardianship Footage not shared anywhere else! We rely heavily on our Guardians to help keep
Tacugama up and running – your contribution means more than you can imagine! We invite you
to gift a Guardianship of Tom to family, friends and even yourself. Support Pa Tom, the grandpa
of the sanctuary, whilst simultaneously supporting the other 102 resident chimpanzees.
Merchandise

Get your own chimpanzee t-shirt.
Available in the UK (35USD), EU & US
(40USD) & Canada (50USD)

Get a copy of the beautifully
illustrated King Bruno book.
Available in the UK (25USD), EU &
US (30USD) & Canada (40USD)

Surprise a loved one with a
stuffed chimp toy. Available
in the EU (40USD)

Simply make a donation to our Paypal account HERE and email us at tacugamamerchandise@gmail.com
informing the team what item you would like to purchase & delivery address.
Visit our social media pages for more information on the products available or ping us an email!
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We are continuously grateful for your support!

@tacugama

@tacugama

@salonechimps

@tacugamacop

@salone4chimps

@tacugama

@salone4chimps

You’re just a click away from more regular updates
Check out our Facebook page, Instagram accounts (Sanctuary and
Outreach), as well as our Twitter page to stay in the loop about
everything Tacugama!

www.tacugama.com

